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Please pay attention to the following before using the UIROBOT products:  

• UIROBOT products meet the specification contained in their particular Data Sheet. 
• UIROBOT will only work with the customer who respects the Intellectual Property (IP) protection.  

• Attempts to break UIROBOT’s IP protection feature may be a violation of the local Copyright Acts. If such acts lead to 
unauthorized access to UIROBOT’s IP work, UIROBOT has a right to sue for relief under that Act.  

Information contained in this publication regarding controller applications and the like is provided only for your convenienc e and may be 
superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your application meets with your specifications. UIROBOT MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, 
RELATED TO THE INFORMATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ITS CONDITION, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE. UIROBOT disclaims all liability arising from this information and its use. Use of UIROBOT products in li fe support 
and/or safety applications is entirely at the buyer’s risk, and the buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless UIROBOT from 
any and all damages, claims, suits, or expenses resulting from such use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, under any 
UIROBOT intellectual property rights. 

[Trade Mark/ Layout-design/Patent] 

The UIROBOT name and logo are registered trademarks of UIROBOT Ltd. in the P.R. China and other countries.  

UIROBOT’s UIM62HXX series Step Motor Controllers, UIM25XX series CAN-RS232 Converter and their layout designs are patent 
protected. 

[Contact] 

SHANGHAI UNITED INTELLIGENCE ROBOTICS INC. 
ADD : C7-28, No.3188, Xiu Pu Rd., Pudong, Shanghai, China  
Z I P : 201315 
T E L : 021 – 61182435(Sales, Marketing) 
F A X: 021 – 61182431 
U R L: www.uirobot.com 
Email: info@uirobot.com 
 
 

【Reversion Record】 

Manual Version Date Change  

V1.0 November 24, 2016 Initial Version 

V1.1 June 27, 2018 Update the company address  
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UFQ750 
CAN2.0B Instruction Control 

Fantastic Suspension Ball Matrix Unit 

 

Distributed Modular Design 

 Without group of control cabinet  

 Compact structure integrated driver,controller 

and lighting, easy to install and use 

 Simple mechanical and electrical interfaces, 

four-core bus parallel electrical mode 

 Compact size 220 mm x 230 mm x150 mm, 

weight 1.7Kg 

 Stable and reliable DSP hardware which has 64 

bit calculation precision 

Motion Characteristics 

 Power supply 24 VDC/1.2A/30W 

 Maximum speed of suspension ball > 2 m/s 

 Movement height of suspension ball is 7.5m 

 Non-synchronous error < 3 us (none-

accumulation ) 

 Dynamic cubic spline curve linkage 

(synchronous motion) 

Load Capacity 

 Low speed (<1m/s), 1Kg suspension ball  

 High speed (>1m/s), 0.5Kg suspension ball 

Ball Lamp Characteristics 

 32000 full-colour, 150 lumens 

 Imported high-efficiency full-color RGB LED 

 150mm diameter, shape can be customized 

Network Communication Characteristics 

 Active CAN2.0B 

 TCP/IP , Wifi 

 

Simple and Reliable Control System 

 Rich, simple and intuitive instruction sets 

 Intelligent control, fool-proof user interface 

 Internal user programming space, can work 

without host computer 

 Providing System Development Kit（SDK） 

and bottom control driver host computer 

 Rich VC++, C, C#, VB sample codes 

 Precise subdivision and current control 

 Over current / over voltage / over heat / 

reverse / surge protection 

Motor Driving Characteristics 

 Wide power supply range 24 ~ 48VDC 

 Current up to 8A, instruction adjustable 

 H bridge bipolar constant current,full to 16th 

micro-step resolution  

Hardware System Characteristics 

 Embedded DSP microprocessing system 

 High-performance 64 bit calculation precision 

 High-speed integrated servo module 

 Incremental encoder closed-loop feedback  

 PVT cubic spline curve interpolation 

Other Features 

 Excellent price / performance ratio, 1/5 price 

of the existing benchmark  

 Mobile operational, almost maintenance free 

 Providing an open-source secondary 

development interface, or import 3DMax file 

to automatically generate new scenes  
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INTRODUCTION 

Fantanstic suspension ball matrix is composed of UFQ750 units, including motion control, stepper servo motor, 
mechanical structure and visual arts and other technologies.  A large number of balls move under the control 
of computer to display of curves, surfaces, text and graphics in three-dimensional. In the backdrop of light and 
sound, the floating ball matrix shows a smart sense of art. In recent years, the technology of floating ball matrix 
has been promoted in airport, railway station, business hall, shopping malls, science and technology museums, 
exhibition centers, trade fairs and entertainment programs and other occasions. 

The Architecture of UFQ750 Unit 

The UFQ750 unit is composed of a main part, a ball lamp and a lamp line. High-speed integrated step servo 
control module, rope winding mechanism and lighting control system are encapsulated in the injection-molded 
shell which is light and durable and convenient to install, forming a whole that is the main part. The whole 
machine can realize complicated movement control with only 4 wires. The arrangement of the rope winding 
mechanism ensures that the balls move smoothly up and down. 

Motor Driving Circuit 

The motor driving circuit of UFQ750 using a more precise and smooth current control method, which is 
capabel to drive a stepper motor to a speed up to 6000rpm while maintaining the high output torque and high 
efficiency. The driving circuit also contains rich protection circuits to achieve features like over current, over 
voltage, over heat, reverse, surge etc. The motor driving circuit supports excellent overall performance in 
sophisticated and harsh industrial environments. The driver circuit accepts a wide voltage input of 24-48V. 

Motion Control 

In addition to the standard CAN communication module, JOG constant speed control, PTP point position 
control and other control modules, the motion control circuit and firmware of UFQ750 unit also has been added 
the following key features: 

1) High-speed and precise pulse generator circuit to ensure the stability of motor in high-speed. 

2) PVT cubic spline curve interpolation control, with 256 ~ 512 pre-stored route points. 

3) High-speed and precise time synchronization algorithm to realize the non-synchronization error <3us and 
non cumulative (without any synchronization cables). 

4) Maximum 36-bit multi-turn optical absolute encoder and high-speed decoding circuit with 250KHz position 
data (8Mbps) updated and automatically pushed. 

The motion control module of UFQ750 unit communicate with user through CAN protocol. 

Deployment and Using 

Steps of using UFQ750 units in building a fantastic suspension ball matrix are very simple: 

A. Mechanical mounting: Fix the unit with a dovetail groove mounting plate, a buckle and screws, just 3 
steps for assembly and disassembly, so ordinary workers can operate. Site maintenance only need to 
replace the single unit. 

B. Electrical : Connect 4 wires (two for power, two for CAN communication). 

C. Operating: Install and open the UFQ software provided by UIROBOT for free, control the motion of the 
matrix through motion files. 

Communication Protocol and Instruction Set 

User can either use any CAN BUS based master computer through UIROBOT’s SimpleCAN3.0 protocol to 
realize "motor - sensor - the third party actuator” network, or use UIROBOT’s gateway products UIM2503 to 
control the network through SimpleCAN 3.0 protocol. One gateway product can control up to 100 UFQ750 
units.  

Development Assistance 

UFQ750 unit has an internal high performance DSP processing system, rich, simple and intuitive instruction 
sets. To suppport user application development, UIROBOT provides free multi-patform VC++, C, C#, VB 
sample codes, SDKs and host bottom driver. 
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1.0 PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

1.1 Product Discription 

The floating ball matrix is an arrayed motion control system with hundreds of motor 
units. The balls can move up and down by the positive and negative rotation of the motor. 
Under the computer control, the matrix displays curve, surface, flat, text and other three-
dimensional patterns, with lighting, sound and other media, bringing unprecedented audio 
and visual impact to the audience, which has become a new way of modern media display. 
In recent years, the technology of floating ball matrix has been promoted in airport, railway 
station, business hall, shopping malls, science and technology museums, exhibition centers, 
trade fairs and entertainment programs and other occasions. 

The UIROBOT dream floating ball matrix is built with UFQ750, power wire and interface 
controller. The UFQ750 unit is communicated with the host computer through CAN bus 
protocol, to achieve excellent dynamic synchronization performance. UFQ750 unit contains 
a main part, a ball light and the light lines. As the core control module, the main part is 
integrated with motion control system, power system, rope winding mechanism and 
lighting control system, which are all packaged in a light and durable shell that is easy to 
install. There are only four wires to achieve complicated motion control of the suspended 
object. The system can be operated with phone, PC, PAD through network cable or Wifi. 
The weight of the whole unit is about 2Kg, which can be carried 1Kg at low speed, and 0.5Kg 
at high-speed.  

The  advantages of the dream floating ball matrix  are as follows: 

    Highly integrated modular distributed servo patented technology 

    The global leading dynamic synchronization performance 

    Excellent price / performance ratio, 1/5 price of the existing benchmark  

    Global initiative group of control cabinet 

    Simple structure, four-core bus parallel electrical mode 

    Simple installation,  mobile phone operation, almost maintenance-free 

 

1.2 Specification 

Item  Specification  

Structure and composition 
UFQ750 unit consists of the main part UFQ-MU750, ball lamp and lamp 
line  

Volume of unit Less than 220*230*150mm 

Weight of unit 2kg 

Power of unit  30W 
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Naming Rule  

U - FQ 750

750：750cm

Floating Ball Matrix

UIROBOT

Maximum Range of Motion

 

Structure of UFQ750 unit 

 
 

Main Part 

Ball Lamp 

Lamp Line 

5-core connector 
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Size of UFQ750 

 
 

unit：mm 

Description: The shape of the ball lamp in the UFQ750 unit is variable, and can be 
customized to any shape, any size. The weight of its hanging objects does not exceed 0.75Kg. 
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1.3 Performance Parameters 

 

Performance  Parameters  

Hardware 
System 

Characteristics 
 

Embedded DSP microprocessing system 
High-performance 64 bit calculation precision 
High-speed integrated servo module 
Incremental encoder closed-loop feedback  
PVT cubic spline curve interpolation 

Motion 
Characteristics 

Power supply 24 VDC/1.2A/30W 
Maximum speed of suspension ball > 2 m/s 
Movement height of suspension ball is 7.5m 
Non-synchronous error < 3 us (none-accumulation ) 
Dynamic cubic spline curve linkage (synchronous motion) 

Ball Lamp 
Characteristics 

32000 full-colour, 150 lumens of single lamp 
Imported high-efficiency full-color RGB LED 
Naked eye 3D effects 
150mm diameter, shape can be customized 

Main Controller Cotex-A9 communication controller（60*90*40mm） 

Communication 
Characteristic 

TCP/IP，WiFi 
Active CAN2.0B 

Synchronous 
Motion 

Distributed control, non-synchronous error for 1000-axis linkage is less than 3 
microseconds  

Stable and 
Reliable 

Simple electrical structure, less wire, 5 billion communications without error 

Operation 
Method 

Easy interface for users to operate, mobile operation by phone or Pad throught Wifi  

Displaying 
Effect 

Any action, 32000 kinds of colors for full color lamp, 150 lumens for single lamp, 
naked eye 3D effect  

Installation 
Design 

Modular, 3 steps for installation, ordinary workers can operate  

Site 
Maintenance 

Single module replaced, 3 steps for assembly and disassembly, ordinary workers can 
operate, does not affect the integrity 

After-sale 
Service 

No need after-sales, or self maintenance (similar to personal computer) 

Scene Upgrade 
Simple and flexible, providing an open-source secondary development interface, or 
import 3DMax file to automatically generate new scenes  

Return on 
Investment 

Recover the cost in a year if used as advertising media (similar to large LED screen 
in shopping malls) 
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTS AND INSTALLATION 

2.1 Environmental Conditions 

A suitable environment is necessary for the UFQ750 unit to run properly and safely. Be sure 
to install the UFQ750 unit in an environment that meets the following conditions: 

Item Conditions 

Ambient temperature    
-20～60℃（Ambient temperature can not be 

changed too much） 

Ambient relative humidity 10～80%（No Condensation） 

First transient burst noise 2kV or less 

Electrostatic Noise 6kV or less 

Environment 

- Keep away from dust,oily smoke salinity, 
metal 

- Keep away from flammable or corrosive 
solvents and gases 

- Keep away from water 
- Keep away from shocks or vibrations 
- Keep away from sources of electric noise 

        

            UFQ750 unit is not suitable for operation in harsh environments. When using UFQ750 
unit in inadequate environments that do not meet the above conditions, please 
contact us. 

*1 The ambient temperature conditions are for the controller only。 

Special Environmental Conditions 

The UFQ750 unit has a surface with general oil resistance. However, if your requirements 
specify that the UFQ750 unit must withstand certain kinds of oil, please consult with your 
distributor. 

Rapid change in temperature and humidity can cause condensation inside the UFQ750 unit. 

The UFQ750 unit can not be used in corrosive environments where acid or alkaline is used. 
In a salty environment where the rust is likely to gather, the UFQ750 unit is susceptible to 
rust. 
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2.2 Built the Suspension Ball Matrix 

Steps of using UFQ750 units in building a fantastic suspension ball matrix are very simple: 

A. Mechanical mounting: Modular installation, the main part of UFQ750 is installed first, 
and then the ball lamp. 

Specific installation steps are as follows: 

1. Place the nut in the rack profile groove; 

2. Close the dovetail mounting plate to the mount profile and align its two holes with 
the nuts; 

3. Put the screw into the nut, fix the mounting plate to the profile, tighten the screws 
to ensure that the mounting plate firmly installed; 

                       

4. Slide the top protruding part of UFQ750 shell into the dovetial slot of the mounting 
plate; 

 

5. Clip the buckle into the dovetail slot to fix the main part and ensure it is not shaking; 

Profile Groove Screw 

Dovetail Slot 
Mounting Plate 

Nut  
Mount Profile 
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6. Take a ball lamp, plug the 3 pins of the aviation plug at the end of the lamp line into 
the 3 holes of the connector at the shade base;       

 

7. Clockwise turn the outer coil of the aviation plug, and tighten it to the connector, 
with this the ball lamp installation has completed. 

 

 

Buckle  

Main Part 

Dovetail Slot Mounting Plate 

 

Silicone Shade 

Connector 

Coil  
Aviation Plug 

Shade Base  
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During the site maintenance, simply replace the single UFQ750 unit, four steps to complete 
the operation, without screwing, and does not affect system integrity. Please refer to “5.1 
Main Part Maintenance” for details.  

For disassembly, remove the ball lamp first, then the main part. Easy to operate 拆 without 

screwing. Specific steps are as follows: 

1. Anticlockwise lossen the outer coil of the aviation plug connected with the connector at 
the ball lamp; 

 

2. Take off the ball lamp gently, so that the aviation plug separated from the connector, 
ball lamp disassembly is completed; 
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3. Press the side spring-pieces in both sides of the mounting plate, remove the buckle; 

 

4. Slide the UFQ-MU750  out of the dovetail groove to complete the main part removal. 

 

Buckle  

Main Part 

Dovetail Slot Mounting Plate 
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B. Electrical: Power supply and communication are achieved by 4-cores wire connect 
UFQ750 unit and interface controller. 

C. Operation: Install and open the UFQ software provided by UIROBOT for free, control 
the motion of the matrix through motion files.  
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3.0 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION 

3.1 System Connection 

UFQ750 unit is the core module of fantastic suspension ball matrix. Take CAN protocol as 
the communication method between units. Each UFQ750 unit is equipped with the 
controller ID and it connects to the gateway through the CAN bus. Instruction is sent to the 
unit from computer, phone or Pad. The system connection is as follows: 

 

One UIM 2503 gateway can be linked with 100 UFQ750 units. If the suspension number is 
over 100, the gateway number should be increased accordingly. 

The figure above shows the general connection of suspension ball matrix. In practice, to 
achieve better control effects, user need to add synchronizer in the system to control the 
suspension balls synchronously. Here you can replace the UIM 2503 gateway by the 
interface controller which is integrated with control gateway, synchronizer, input/output 
ports and so on. The system wiring is simple and wireless communication can be achieved. 
You can control the system only by phone, tablet and other intelligent terminal devices. 

The system connection fingure is as follows: 

 

RS232 

24-48 
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UFQ750 
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UFQ750 

 

Tap Length < 10cm 

…… 
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Please refer to “MI9 Interface Controller User Manual” for details of interface controller.  

UFQ750 unit contains the limit function, that is, when the suspension moves up to a certain 
position, the internal motor stops, so the suspension stops moving upward.  

 

3.2 Bus Connection 

24V / 2KW DC power supply is for UFQ750 unit, and each power can drive 40 UFQ750 units. 
UFQ750 connecting cable contains a 5-core connector, 5 cores (positive and negative power 
wires) of the cable are for power supply, and the other 3 cores (CANH, CANL and shielding 
wires) are for the communication between interface controllers. 

A 5-core bus cable is used for the system building of fantastic suspension ball matrix to 
achieve the power supply and communication.  

The specific wiring is as follows:  

4-Core Bus (power+communication) 
Interface 

Controller 

UFQ750 Unit 

4-Core Bus (power + communication) 
Interface 

Controller

24VDC UFQ750 Unit 

24VDC 

TCP/IP 

Router 
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24V/2KW

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female

Female 

Female 

Male

Male 

Male 

Interface 
Controller

Main Interface 
Controller

Connect to Router 
through Network Cable

UFQ750 Unit

Pow+CAN

Pow

3-core CAN 
Connector

2-core Power 
Connrctor

Connect to Router 
through Network Cable

24V/2KW

Female 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female

Female 

Female 

Male

Male 

Male 

Interface 
Controller

UFQ750 Unit

Pow+CAN

3-core CAN 
Connector

2-core Power 
Connrctor

Connect to Router 
through Network Cable

 

 

The figure above shows the recommended wiring. The matrix has 10 UFQ750 units per row. 
The 5-core connector at the main part is connected to the interface of the 5-core bus cable 
to achieve power supply and communication. Where the 2-core power connector at the 
both two ends of the 5-core bus cable is used for power supply and the 3-core CAN 
connector between row and row is for communication. The CAN connector contains male 
and female joints, at the two ends of the 5-core bus cable are respectively one male and 
one female joint. The male and female joints should be staggered arranged as shown in the 
figure above.  

If the number of UFQ750 units is over 40, user should add a 24V / 2KW power supply for 
each additional 40 units. 

As shown in the figure above, there is no UFQ750 unit connected to the 5-core cables of the 
top row, only the interface controller and the cable interface are connected. The remaining 
interfaces of the top row 5-core cable are reserved for users to extend. All the interface 
controllers and the main interface controller are connected to the router through a network 
cable.  
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4.0 OPERATION 

Fantastic suspension ball matrix can be controlled by mobile phones, PAD and other 
handheld intelligent devices. UFQ software developed by UIROBOT for free is installed on 
the handheld intelligent devices , and ontrol the motion of the matrix through motion files. 

4.1 Installation and Uninstallation of UFQ Software 

The UFQ software developed by UIROBOT is an android application software, and it is 
suitable for mobile phones, Pad and other handheld intelligent terminal devices. The way to 
install and uninstall the software is the same as that to install and uninstall application 
software on a mobile phone.  

To install the UFQ software, download the UFQ installation package on your phone or Pad 
and open it. Follow the prompts on the screen to complete the installation.   

To uninstall the UFQ software, long press the UFQ icon on the mobile phone or Pad, click 
the appeared delete symbol then the software can be deleted directly.  

4.2 Operation of UFQ Software 

UFQ software is a graphical user interface that allows the user to manipulate the suspension 
ball matrix, to run the existing motion files, or to import new motion files. 

4.21 Staring Program 

After the UFQ software is installed, click the UFQ icon and enter the program interface: 

 
 

The "Local File" and "Float File" buttons are on the left side of the interface. Click the two 
buttons to display the motion files of terminal device and the motion files of the matrix 
system respectively. In the unconnected state, the motion file can not be uploaded from 
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local to the matrix, nor downloaded from the matrix to local,  but you can preview it. Select 
the motion file, click the "preview" button on bottom of the interface to preview. 

4.22 Login  

Click the "unconnected" button in the the upper right corner of the interface, enter the 
program login interface:  

 

Insert the IP address and the correct password, click "Login" button to establish 
communication, enter the main menu interface. The IP address of the test machine  is 
192.168.1.17, the initial password is 1234.  

4.23 Main Menu 

 

The "Connected" is displayed in the upper right corner of the interface after logging in. This 
indicates that the handheld terminal device has established a connection with the matrix 
and they can communicate with each other.  

There are three buttonson the top of the interface, namely "File Management" "Preview" 
and "Control". File management interface is mainly to manage local files and matrix, in 
which motion files can be upload and download, and uer can preview the selected motion 
file; preview interface is mainly to display the motion video corresponding to each motion 
file; control interface is mainly to configurate motion files, to set the delay time, so that the 
suspension ball move in accordance with user demand.  
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4.24 File Management 

Click "File Management" button on the top of the interface, enter the file management 
interface. 

Click the "Local File" button in the file management interface, the interface displays all the 
motion files in the handheld device. Select any motion file and click the "Upload" button to 
upload the motion file to the matric controller; select any motion file and then click the 
"Preview" button to preview the selected motion video.  

 

 

Click the " Controller File" button in the file management interface, the interface displays all 
the motion files in the matrix controller. Select any motion file and click the "Download" 
button to download the motion file to the handheld terminal device; select any action file 
and then click the "Preview" button to preview the selected motion video.  

 

4.25 Preview 

Click the “Preview” button on the top of the interface to enter the preview interface. All the 
motion files are displayed on the left side of the interface. Select any motion file, the preview 
frame will display the motion video corresponding to the motion file, which help the user to 
intuitively understand the dynamic effects the suspension ball matrix is going to display.  
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4.26 Control 

Click the "control" button on the top of the interface, enter the control interface. 

 

 

The "control" and "Settings" buttons are on the left of the interface, which to achieve 
configurations and settings of motion files respectively. 

Click the "Control" button to enter the control interface, there are five icons to up, down, 
delete, add and edit. 

Click the add icon in the control interface, the screen displays the motion files in the matrix 
controller the float brings. Select any motion file to add it to the configuration file. Select 
the check box in front of any motion file, click on the up icon, the motion file will move up, 
and the matrix system priority to perform the upper motion. Click the down icon, motion 
file will move down. Click the delete icon, motion file is deleted, and user can delete multiple 
motion files at the same time.  
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Select a motion file in the control interface, click the edit icon to enter the setting interface. 
In the setting interface, you can set the delay time and cycle of that motion, click the "Apply" 
button to complete the setting. 

 

The above motion editing is only for one or more motion files selected, the unselected 
motion files retain the original settings.  

 

 

Click the "Setting" button on the left of the control interface to enter the setting interface, 
in which user can modify the default delay and cycle of motions, click the "Apply" button to 
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complete the settings. Then all the action files added to the configuration file have the 
parameters set here.  

 

 

After the required action files configurated, click the "Start" button at the bottom of the 
interface, and the suspension balls in the matrix will move according to the configuration 
file. Click the "Emergency Stop" button, the balls will immediately stopped. Click the "Reset" 
button, the suspension ball matrix will perform the motions from the beginning of 
configuration file.  

 

 

Note that the objects of "Start", "Emergency Stop" and "Reset" are all the motions added to 
the configuration file, regardless of whether the check box in front of the motion is selected. 
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5.0 MAINTENANCE 

The fantastic suspension ball matrix is built with UFQ750 units. The core module UFQ-
MU750 has a service life of 5 years, stable performance of the integrated step servo module, 
it is nearly maintenance-free in its life-cycle.  The lamp line has the service life 1 year, it 
needs to be replaced regularly, in order to ensure the stable operation of the suspension 
ball matrix.  

5.1 Maintenance of Main Part 

The main part needs to running stably and not shake, and needs to run under the condition 
required in 2.1. If the main part breaks down, the user just need to replace the single unit 
by 4 steps without screwing. The replacement is simple and convenient, the ordinary 
workers can operate it, and it will not affect the integrity of the system. If the host fails, the 
single module can be replaced in 4 steps without removing the screws, convenient and fast. 
Ordinary workers to complete the operation, and will not affect the integrity of the system. 

The specific operations are as follows: 

1. Remove the buckle from the dovetail groove; 

 

2. Slide the main part out of the dovetail groove; 

 

 

3. Replace the main part with a new one, and slide the new 
main part into the dovetail groove; 

 

4. Slot the buckle into place to complete the replacement of 
main part. 

 

Please refer to “UFQ750 Installation Manual” for details.  

Note that: The replaced main part must have been set the 
corresponding Controller ID. 

Please contact with the sales staff if the main part has internal 
malfunction. Our company will arrange it return to the factory 
or dispatch engineers to the site to solve the problem. Users 
should not open the shell privately, so as not to cause more 
serious problems. 

 

 

 

Buckle 
 

 

Main Part 

Dovetail Groove 
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5.2 Lamp Line Replacement 

The up and down movement driven by the lamp line, and the ball has a certain weight. So  
over time, constant coiling and release of the lamp line will cuase wastage. In order to 
ensure long-term stable operation of the suspension ball matrix, it is necessary to replace 
the lamp line periodically. 

Part of the lamp line is inside the main part shell, user can not see the situation of the lamp 
line.  Sometimes misuse or malfunction may cause lamp line intertwined or even broken. 

After inspection, if the light wire is only intertwined but not broken, in its life-cycle, and has 
no wastage and serious deformation, then straighten it in order; if the light line has been 
broken or has obvious wear and deformation, then it must be replaced. 

Please contact with the sales staff to replace the lamp line. We don’t recommend users to 
replace it by themselves. If you de need to replace the lamp line by yourself, please read this 
manual carefully, especially this section. You must have a good understanding of the product 
structure before replacing. 

To replace the lamp, remove the main part to be replaced from the mounting bracket firstly, 
remove the ball lamp secondly, open the shell of UFQ-MU750, and then unlock the UFQ750 
electromagnetic brake by using StepEva software provided by UIROBOT.  

The following specific steps are as below:  

1. Loosen the screws at the terminal with a small screwdriver, 
remove the lamp line from the terminal. 

The terminal is located on the wiring PCB on the outer end 
of hub. 

 

2. Extract the lamp line from the hub along with the guide 
wheel; 

 

3. Rotate the hub to move the screw block to the extreme 
right; 

 

 

4. Thread the end of new lamp line along with the guide wheel assembly and screw block 
components, connected to the terminal on the wiring PCB.  

 

 

 

 

 

Wiring PCB

板 
Hub  

Terminal  
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5. Tie a knot with the lamp line near the ternimanl; 

 

6. Clip the lamp line into the gap at the right of the 
hub, slightly tighten the line to limit the line knot 
at the gap, so that the lamp line is fixed. 

 

The lamp line has been replaced. Assemble the shell 
of UFQ-MU750, and then fix the main part to the 
mounting profile in accordance with the steps 
descripted in 5.1, the user can continue to use the 
UFQ750 unit. 

Note that, after the lamp line has been connected to the terminal, slightly pull the lamp line 
up by hand to ensure the lamp line is effectively connected. 

Please refer to “StepEva Software User Manual” for the specific operation and details of 
StepEva software.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

导向轮组件 

丝杆滑块 

组件 

轮毂 接线端子 
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5.3 Ball Lamp Replacement 

The ball lamp is composed of a silicone lampshade and a shade base. The shade base is fixed 
with a light-emitting component which is fixed with a connector connected with the 3- core 
aviation plug at the end of the lamp line, as shown in the figure below.  

If the ball lamp fails, replace it overall, the steps are as follows: 

1. Anticlockwise loosen the outer coil of the aviation plug connected with the connector at 
the ball lamp; 

2. Take off the ball lamp gently, so that the aviation plug separated from the connector, ball 
lamp disassembly is completed; 

3. Take a new ball lamp, plug the 3-pins of the aviation plug at the end of the lamp line into 
the 3-holes of the connector at the shade base;   

4. Clockwise turn the outer coil of the aviation plug to tighten it to the connector, with this 
the ball lamp replacement has completed. 

 

Please refer to “UFQ750 Installation Manual” for details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silicone Shade 

Connector 

Coil  
Aviation Plug 

Shade Base  
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6.0 MESSAGE COMMUNICATION MODE 

The UFQ750 control network is built by bus communication protocol. 

The topology starts with the top client terminal, ends with the bottom actuator UFQ750 
through RS232 gateway and UIROBOT’s SimpleCAN3.0. Client terminal device including but 
not limited to PC, embedded system, singlechip and intelligent mobile terminal (mobile 
phone, tablet computer). 

The communication between the UFQ750 unit and the user machine can be achieved by the 
UIM2503 gateway. The user host sends the message based on RS232 to the gateway,which 
will compile it and  convert it to CAN message. The CAN message can control the UFQ750 
units drived by the gateway through the CAN bus. 

Users can directly send ASCII instructions based on RS232 to the gateway, so that users do 
not have to understand and deal with the complicated CAN bus operation mode, and also 
can enjoy the superior performance of the CAN bus, such as high-speed, long-distance, high 
anti-interference, network functions, simple connection and so on. 

Each UFQ750 unit under the gateway must be assigned a unique identifier before it can be 
used. The identifier is used by the gateway to identify the object of the user's instructions. 

All UFQ750 units are assigned with identifier 5. The user can redefine the identifier by 
instructions. The definition can be completed at any time by the instruction "SN [ID] = XXXX;".  

Please refer to the corresponding gateway user manual for detailed instructions 
andoperations. 

Note: If two or more UFQ750 units under one gateway have the same identifier, the 
controller may not work properly. 

 

6.1 RS232 Instruction Structure 

An instruction is a message sent from client to control driver to command certain 
operation.When using gateway UIM2503 , the instruction from client to gateway should be 
in the form of RS232 characters (standard ASCII code).  

Length of an instruction (including the ending semicolon “;”) should be within 20 characters. 
All instruction characters are standard ASCII (1 ~ 127).  

Instruction structure has 4 forms as follows: 

1) Instruction Symbol = Value; 

2) Instruction Symbol; 

3) Instruction Symbol [subject number] = Value; 

4) Instruction Symbol [subject number]; 

Where, 
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Instruction Symbol is composed of two uninterrupted letters, not case-sensitive. If it has 
suffix x (ILx for example), this means the data attached to instructions is in hexadecimal form. 
When using hexadecimal data, user must ensure that the data bit is even, such as 00, 01,0A 
etc. If the data bit is odd, it will cause errors, 001, 10A , are all illegal. 

Value             comprises of a string of uninterrupted numbers. 
Terminator  is the semicolon “;”. Instructions without terminator are not processed by the 
gateway and will wait until a semicolon appears, which can cause unpredictable results. 
 
Note: The equal symbol “=” is optional, it is omissible, for example SP5000; . User can use 
other characters except “{” and “}” instead of equal sign. 
 

6.2 RS232 Feedback Message Structure 

Feedback Message is a multi-byte message sent to client computer from bottom 
execution controller, which is converted to RS232 protocol via gateway. The maximum 
length of feedback messages is 12 bytes. 

Feedback messages in RS232 protocol follow the structure below:  

[Header]  [Controller ID]  [Message ID]  [Data 0] [Data 1] …[Data n] [Terminator] 

Header denotes the start of a feedback message. 0xFy (y = 0 ~ F) is used as the start 
character of the message. When the user receives the high nibble of a byte as F, it can 
acknowledge receipt of a new message. 

Controller ID is the identification number of current controller in a CAN network. Range：

5…125. 

Message ID denotes the property of the current message. User can refer to Chapter 10 
for details. 

Data 0 … Data n    data byte, hexadecimal form, upper-byte is in the front.n is less than 8. 

Terminator denotes the end of a feedback message. 0xEy (y = 0～F) is used as the end 

character of the message. When the User receives the high nibble of a byte as E, it can 
acknowledge the end of the current message. 

Note: Some feedback message has NO message data, for example ST; 

 

6.3 RS232 Feedback Message Data Analysis 

In feedback message, only bit0 …bit6 are effective, the value of bit 7 is fixed zero. When 

receiving message, user can get the whole data bytes after top bit repairing. 

Actually, the most significant bit of each data byte is contained in the lower nibble of the 
message header and the lower nibble of the message terminator. 

The structure of the header bytes (binary) is as follows: 
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1 1 1 1 D3.7 D2.7 D1.7 D0.7 

The structure of the terminator bytes (binary) is as follows:  

1 1 1 0 D7.7 D6.7 D5.7 D4.7 

Where, 

D0.7 is the most siginificant bit of data 0; 

D1.7 is the most siginificant bit of data 1; 

… 

D7.7 is the most siginificant bit of data 7; 

If data n not exist (the number of  data type is less than 8), then Dn.7 = 0; 

For example: 

Recevied message: 0xF3 0x05 0x0D 0x70 0x71 0x72 0x03 0x14 0x15 0x16 0x17 0xE7 

Then 

D0.7 = 1, D0 (original 0x70) should be 0xF0 after patching 

D1.7 = 1, D1 (original 0x71) should be 0xF1 after patching 

D2.7 = 0, D2 (original 0x72) should be 0x72 after patching 

D3.7 = 1, D3 (original 0x03) should be 0x03 after patching 

D4.7 = 1, D4 (original 0x14) should be 0x94 after patching 

D5.7 = 1, D5 (original 0x15) should be 0x95 after patching 

D6.7 = 1, D6 (primary 0x16) should be 0x96 after patching 

D7.7 = 0, D7 (original 0x17) should be 0x17 after patching 

So, the actual message shoule be as follows: 

0xF3 0x05 0x0D 0xF0 0xF1 0x72 0x03 0x94 0x95 0x96 0x17 0xE7 

Controller ID = 5 

Message ID = 13 

Data String= { 0xF0，0xF1，0x72，0x03，0x94，0x95，0x96，0x17 } 
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7.0 PRINCIPLE 

For a single UFQ750 unit, it is main to achieve the up and down movement of floating ball 
in a certain speed. 
PVT is short for Positon Velocity Time. UFQ750 uses PVT synchronous control to realize real-
time, complicated and accurate track for multi-axis motion control. Non-synchronization 
error of more than 60 UFQ750 is less than 3us with UIM650 synchronizer, the error will not 
be accumulated.  

7.1 PVT Intriduction 

PVT is a precise interpolation mode and widely used in track planning of servo control 
system. Servo controller receives a series of PVT array by CAN bus. Each PVT array includes 
positon, speed and time. Servo controller takes interpolates between these PVT arrays for 
desired motion track. 

PVT synchronous control can not only keep system operation stability, but also make full use 
of system resource potential to improve average operation speed and efficiency of the 
system, to improve control precision and make a smooth transition of acceleration curve 
knee point. Reasonable variable acceleration / deceleration control should be considered. If 
PVT variable acceleration / deceleration structure is used, acceleration / deceleration 
description can be separated from NC program by utilizing the openness of PVT. The 
acceleration and deceleration performance of the system can be changed by modifying 
description data independently. It can be easily realized by real-time discrete database. In 
this way, the system can change the speed control curve according to the actual situation to 
ensure the smoothness of the machine running. That is to say, PVT is a flexible automatic 
acceleration / deceleration control method for high speed machining. 

Setting a series of PVT array for UFQ750 can make each motor reach the respective target 
point (P) in the respective target speed at the same time.  

User can input P/V/T point discontinuously or continuously to achieve continuous PVT 
motion for UFQ750. For example: 

Under the current position and speed, user hope that the motor 

reaches positon 1000 at speed 8000 in 100ms; 

reaches positon 2000 at speed 9000 after 110ms; 

reaches positon 3000 at speed 9500 after 90ms; 

reaches positon 2000 at speed -9000 after 110ms; 

reaches positon 1000 at speed -8000 after 100ms; 

….. 

The list of PVT array can be set as follows: 

No. P（32 bits） V（32 bits） T（8 bits） 

0 1000 8000 100 
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1 2000 9000 110 

2 3000 9500 90 

3 2000 -9000 110 

4 1000 -8000 100 

… … … … 

The P (positon),V(velocity) and T(time)  in PVT list can be defined by instruction QP[X],QV[X] 
and QT[X].You can refer to chapter 8 QP[X]/QV[X] /QT[X] position/velocity /time . 

It takes 100us (1M bit rate) to write QP [X], QV [X], QT [X] through the CAN bus. If the QT is 
designed in 100ms or so, the ratio of the write time and the execution time is above 1:100. 
So the user CPU will have enough time to deal with other transactions. 

7.2 How to Use PVT 

Control parameter 
In PVT mode, system can use “read pointer” to control PVT list. 
When “read pointer” is N, UIM62HXX will handle the line N of PVT list. Specifically, the motor 
will reach to the position defined by QP[N] in the speed defined by QV[N] after the time 
QT[N] from current position and speed. 
In practice, user will not use the whole PVT list. 
The parameters related to PVT are as follows: 

Parameter  Application Remark  

MP[0] 
Clear PVT list and reset water level 
pointer 

 

MP[1] The starting coordinates of the PVT list  
Used in Single Sequence mode / 
Infinite Loop mode 

MP[2] The starting coordinates of the PVT list  
Used in Single Sequence mode / 
Infinite Loop mode 

MP[3] 

Mode select： 

MP[3]=0:  FIFO mode; 
MP[3]=1: Single Sequence mode; 
MP[3]=3: Infinite Loop mode.  

Vide infra 

MP[5] Set the warning level  
Send a warning in the form of 
RTCN when the level of PVT list is 
too low  

MP[6] 
The number of next data write point in 
PVT list  

 

 

Start  
When writting instructions PV=N; and BG; in UFQ750, PVT motion can be started. PV=N; 
means that UFQ750 enter PVT mode and start the PVT motion from point N, where N = 0…

255, and the instruction BG; means that UFQ750 begin to execute the motion. 
In PVT motion, the value of PVT array can be modified dynamically, so it can produce infinite 
loop PVT motion. User can also modify the data of PVT array to change the motion track. 
Note: Improperly changing the being executed PVT array will result in unexpected error. 
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停止 

以下情形可以终止 PVT 运动： 

- 电机停止运动，比如设置电机脱机 MO=0；或其他电机错误引起电机停止运动； 

- 激活其他运动模式，如执行 PA=1000；BG；进入 PTP 模式，此时新模式被立即执

行，而不关心 PVT 运动结果； 

- PVT 正常结束，此时所有被设置的 PVT 点位列表被执行完成，如在单序列方式下执

行到了 MP[2]位置坐标；在 FIFO 模式下，所有的写入点位坐标都被执行完成，也会

引起 PVT 结束。若此时的 QV[N]不为零，则使用 SD 的减速度立即停止。 

7.3 PVT Execution Mode 

UFQ750 supports three PVT mode: First In First Out mode (FIFO), Single Sequence mode and 
Infinite Loop mode. 

First In First Out Mode 

User write PVT array in UFQ750 continuously, the system will execute PVT array one by one. 
If finishing all PVT array, UFQ750 will stop with deceleration value of SD, it is shown in figure 
7-1. 

Figure7-1 FIFO Mode 

 

User write a certain amount of PVT array list (less than 256), then begin the PVT operation. 
When performing for a period of time, for example, only 5 PVT array be left, user continue 
writing a certain amount of PVT array (the number of data standy is less than 256). If the 
written coordinate is greater than 255, it will start counting from 0, for example, if PVT[255] 
has written, the next array is PVT[0]. 

Once writing the new PVT data, PVT operation will continue until all the PVT executions are 
finished. 

A
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User inputting data 
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PVT level 

Being executed data 

Previous executed data 

256 PVT arrays in total 
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If there is residual PVT which is not been written in PVT pipe, user continue to write the data 
in the free PVT list until all the PVT data are written. 

Suggestion: Setting and opening water level warning (MP[5]). When the number of 
unexecuted data in PVT pipe is less than the setting value of MP[5], warning in form of RTCN 
will be sent to user. After receiving the RTCN, user can write in the next batch of PVT. It can 
greatly reduce the client CPU load. 

Single Sequence Mode 

User set M PVT arrays, to be called PVT[N], PVT[N+1], PVT[N+2] … PVT[N+M-1]. The value 
of beginning array N is set by MP[1], the value of end array N+M-1 is set by MP[2]. System 
will execute these M PVT one by one and stop with deceleration value of SD, it is shown in 
figure 7-2. 

Figure7-2 Single Sequence Mode 

 

User can start from any array between MP[1] and MP[2], that is to say ,when using PV=X; 
instruction, MP[1]<=X <=MP[2]. 

Note: The present position / speed of motor should be close to QP[X] / QV[X] when starting, 
otherwise a speed overload will occur due to the system attempting to adjust the position/ 
speed to QP [X] / QV [X] in QT [X] times, resulting in adverse consequences. 

Infinite Loop Mode 

User set M PVT arrays, to be called PVT[N], PVT[N+1], PVT[N+2] … PVT[N+M-1]. The value 
of beginning array N is set by MP[1], the value of end array N+M-1 is set by MP[2]. System 
will execute these M PVT one by one. When the first turn of finishing PVT[N+M-1], system 
will execute these M PVT one by one again, it will loop like this infinitely. It is shown in figure 
7-3. 

Figure7-3 Infinite Loop Mode 
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Similar to single sequence mode, user can start from any array between MP[1] and MP[2], 
but the difference is that the next loop is starting from MP[1] to MP[2]. It will loop like this 
infinitely. 

Note: The position / speed of MP[1] should be close to the position / speed of MP[2], or it 
will result in discontinunous movement. 

7.4 PVT Application Example 

Single Sequence Example 

 

    Step 1: Enable motor, use instruction MO = 1; 
 
    Step 2: Setting mode, use instruction MP[3] = 1; 
 
    Step 3: Setting starting point coordinates, use instruction MP[1] = 3; 
 
    Step 4: Setting end point coordinates, use instruction MP[2] = 100; 
 

Step 5: Writing PVT array list, use instructions 
QP[3]=1000; QV[3]=0; QT[3]=100;  

  QP[4]=4000; QV[4]=500; QT[4]=100; 
  …… 
  QP[100]=8000; QV[100]=0; QT[100]=100;  

 
Step 6: Adjusting current position of motor to QP[4], use instructions SP=1000; PA=4000; 

BG; 
 

Step 7: After the motor is in place, start PVT operation from positon coordinate 4, use 
instructions PV=4; BG;  

Infinite Loop Example 

   

Execution
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PVT[255] 
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Step 1: Enable motor, use instruction MO = 1; 
 
    Step 2: Setting mode, use instruction MP[3] = 1; 
 
    Step 3: Setting starting point coordinates, use instruction MP[1] = 3; 
 
    Step 4: Setting end point coordinates, use instruction MP[2] = 100; 
 

Step 5: Writing PVT array list, use instructions 
QP[3]=1000；QV[3]= 0；QT[3]=100；  

   QP[4]=4000；QV[4]=500；QT[4]=100； 

   …… 
   QP[100]=1000；QV[100]=0；QT[100]=100； 

 
Step 6: Adjusting motor current position to QP[3], use instructions SP=1000; PA=1000; BG; 

 
    Step 7: After the motor is in place, start PVT operation from positon coordinate 3,use 
instructions PV=3; BG; 

FIFO Example 

Step 1: Enable motor, use instruction MO = 1; 

 

    Step 2: Setting mode, use instruction MP[3] = 1; 

 

Step 3: Setting PVT water level warning 5, use instruction MP[5] = 5; 

 

    Step 4: Clearing PVT array list, use instruction MP[0] = 1; 

 

Step 5: Writing the first 10 lines of PVT list, use instructions 

QP[0]=1000；QV[0]= 0；QT[0]=100；  

   QP[1]=4000；QV[1]=500；QT[1]=100； 

   …… 

   QP[10]=1000；QV[10]=7000；QT[10]=100； 

 

Step 6: Adjusting motor current position to QP[0], use instructions PA=1000; BG; 

 

Step 7: Starting PVT operation of coordinate 0, use instructions PV=0; BG; 
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Step 8: Writing the part of residual PVT array list, use instructions 

QP[11]=1000；QV[11]= 0；QT[11]=100；  

   QP[12]=4000；QV[12]=500；QT[12]=100； 

    …… 

   QP[255]=1000；QV[255]=7000；QT[255]=100； 

 

Step 9: Waiting for PVT warning notification, RTN0 = 44; 

 

Step 10: Writing the part or whole residual PVT list, use instructions 

    QP[0]=1000；QV[0]= 0；QT[0]=100；  

    QP[1]=4000；QV[1]=500；QT[1]=100； 

     …… 

    QP[249]=1000；QV[249]=7000；QT[249]=100； 

 

       Note: The PVT array list written this time begins from 0, because in step 8, 255 PVT has 
already written. The number of await order is 5, so the last number this time is 249 (255 – 
5). 

 

Step 11: Waiting for PVT warning notification; 

 

Step 12: If there are unwritten PVT left, user can write sequentially, it can go to step 10; 
If all PVT are written, user can wait until the PVT motion finish. 
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8.0 INSTRUCTION 

This chapter will descript the instructions involved in the previous chapters in details. 

Note that if no other specified, all messages are based on the structure, form and analytical 
method of RS232 string message 

If you want to know more about the 62H control module, please refer to the UIM62H user 
manual. 

1. BG Begin Motion 

Realized in: UFQ750 
 

Grammar: BG;/ BG = N; 
 

Message ID: 22（0x16） 
 

Operand: System time of beginning motion N = 0…0xFFFFFFFF 
 

Description: Activate the recent setting parameter and begin to run.It is applied PVT 
motion. 

When user set the parameters of PV and so on, the motor will not run until 
they input instruction BG;. If user want the motor begin to run in given system 
time, they can use instruction BG=N;. 

When user want more than one UFQ750 begin to run at the same time, they 
can use the following two methods: 

1) Set PV parameters for each UFQ750, then send BG; by using 
global or group address. 

2) Set PV parameters for each UFQ750, send BG=N;. When the 
system time reach to N, the motors begin to run at the same time 
(the time error is less than 4us). 

 

ACK message:  0xFy Controller ID 0x16 <N0> <N1> <N2> <N3> 0xE0 
0x16 
N0…N3 

BG Message ID 
Reductive message data 

The message data can be used after restoring, the lower byte first, that is 
N=[N0:N1:N2:N3]. You can refer to “6.3 RS232 Feedback Message Data 
Analysis” for details. 

Example: Suppose that the controller ID is 20. 

PVT mode:   *20;PV=3;BG; 

Chose controller ID 20, set the PVT start point to 3, begin to run. 
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2. MP[X] PVT Motion Profile 

Realized in: UFQ750  
 

Grammar: MP[X]; / MP[X] = N; 
 

Message ID: 34(0x22) 
 

Operand： Subject code X=0 … 6, data N =  0 … 255 
 

Description: Set PVT control parameters.  PVT means that the system can reach the 
specified position at the specified speed in the specified time. MP[X] array 
define the method to realize PVT motion. 

MP[0] = 1; Clear QP[X] / QV[X] / QT[X] array, it is effective immediately. 

MP[1] = N; Appoint starting position number of motion point array. For 
example, MP[1] = 12 means that the PVT (QP[12], QV[12] and 
QT[12]) is the starting point of motion. 

MP[2] = N; Appoint end position number of motion point array. For example, 
MP[2] = 25 means that the PVT (QP[25], QV[25] and QT[25]) is 
the end point of motion. Note: MP[1] < MP[2] 

MP[3] = 0; FIFO mode. The master computer supply the motion point. User 
can get motion point parameters by using instruction MP[5] to 
query/wait RTCN notification. The motor stops in SD 
deceleration.  MP[1] and MP[2] are invalid in this mode. 

MP[3] = 1; Single sequence mode. When reaching to MP[2], PVT motion will 
stop. The motor stops in SD deceleration.  

MP[3] = 2; Retain. 

MP[3] = 3; Infinite loop mode. User can use the array between MP[1] and 
MP[2] to realize PVT motion. That is to say, when reaching 
QP[MP[2]], the system begin to execute QP[MP[1]] again. 

MP[4];       Retain. 

MP[5] = N; Setting up water level warning N (1…254);N=0 no notification; 

N≠0，system will send RTCN notification three times when N 
await orders left. This configuration is invalid in loop mode 
(MP[3] = 3). 

MP[6]; Query the writing position of next data. 

 

ACK message: 
 

0xFy Controller ID 0x22 <X><N0> <N1>  0xE0 

0x22 

X 

N0,N1 

Message ID for instruction MP 

Subject number for instruction MP 

Reductive message data  

The message data can be used after restoring, the lower byte first, that is 
N=[N0:N1]. You can refer to “6.3 RS232 Feedback Message Data Analysis” 
for details. 
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Note:  • MP[1] < MP[2]  

• User should not modify MP[1] and MP[2] parameters during PVT motion. 

 
Example: *10; 

MP[3]=1; 

MP[1]=0; 

MP[2]=100; 

MP[5]=5; 

QP[0]= 50;QV[0]=20;QT[0]=200; 

QP[1]=100;QV[1]=30;QT[1]=150; 

QP[2]=220;QV[2]=10;QT[2]=200; 

…… 

QP[100]=2000;QV[100]=40;QT[100]=200; 

PV=10; 

BG; 

Explaination: Chose controller ID 10, set PVT motion to single sequence 
mode, the starting number of PVT motion is 0, while the end number of PVT 
motion is 100, system will send RTCN notification when 5 await orders left, 
set the starting motion point to 10 and begin to move. 
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3. PV PVT Mode 

Realized in: UFQ750 
 

Grammar: PV;/ PV = N; 
 

Message ID: 35（0x23） 
 

Operand: Point index N =  0 … 255 
 

Description: PVT motion will be executed after next BG, QP[N] / QV[N] / QT[N] array will 

be the starting position (starting index). Note: The starting index may not 

equal to the buffer starting point defined by MP[1]. 

In single sequence mode(MP[3] = 1), if the water level reach to MP[2] or the 

PVT buffer underflow, a PVT motion will stop. The motor will stop in SD 

deceleration. When current speed of motor is not equal to 0 in PVT 

executing process, setting PV will cause error. 

In FIFO mode(MP[3] =0), if user query PV, UFQ750 will feedback current 

water level (await orders). 

In single sequence mode (MP[3] =1) or infinite loop mode (MP[3] =3), if user 

query PV, UFQ750 will feedback current executing position (point index). 

 

ACK message: 
 

0xFy controller ID 0x23 <N0> <N1> 0xE0 
0x23 
N0,N1 

Message ID of instruction PV 
Reductive message data of instruction PV 

The message data can be used after restoring, the lower byte first, that is 
N=[N0:N1].You can refer to “6.3 RS232 Feedback Message Data Analysis” for 
details. 
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4. QP[X]/QV[X]/QT[X] Position/Velocity/Time 

Realized in: UFQ750 
 

Grammar: QP[X]; QV[X]; QT[X]; / QP[X] = N; QV[X] = N; QT[X] = N; 
 

Meaasge ID: QP：37（0x25）/ QV：38（0x26）/ QT：39（0x27）; 
 

Operand: Subject code X=0 … 255, data N =  -2^31…2^31 
 

Description: The array QP[X]/QV[X]/QT[X] stores the position, velocity and time in PVT 
mode. 

QT [X] must not be 0, in the range of 10 to 255, unit: ms 
 

ACK message: 
 

0xFy controller ID 0x25 <X0> <X1> <N0> <N1> <N2> <N3> 0xEy 

0xFy controller ID 0x26 <X0> <X1> <N0> <N1> <N2> <N3> 0xEy 

0xFy controller ID 0x27 <X0> <X1> <N0> 0xE0 

0x25 

X0,X1 

N0…N3 

Message ID of instruction QP  

Point serial number of instruction QP 

Reductive message data of instruction QP  

 

0x26 

X0,X1 

N0…N3 

Message ID of instruction QV  

Point serial number of instruction QV 

Reductive message data of instruction QV 

  

0x27 

X0,X1 

N0 

Message ID of instruction QT 

Point serial number of instruction QT 

Reductive message data of instruction QT 

  

The message data can be used after restoring, the lower byte first, that is 
N=[N0:N1:N2:N3].You can refer to “6.3 RS232 Feedback Message Data 
Analysis” for details. 

 
Note: • Once writing the QT in UFQ750, the data water level will increase 1. But 

it will not effect the data user modified before. 

• In FIFO mode, user should follow QP[X] - QV[X] - QT[X] inputting rule. 
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5. SN[X]  Serial Number/Setting  

Realized in: UFQ750 
 

Grammar: SN;/ SN[X] = s/n; 
 

Message ID: 12（0x0C） 
 

Operand: Controller ID X= 0…127，serial number s/n = 0…0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF  
 

Description: 1）Query the serial number (32 bits) of relevant device. 
       S / N code is the unique identifier to any device. User can get all device’s 

S / N code by sending SN instruction in global, so they can judge the 
number of devices and the CAN-ID of each device. 

2）If user want to change CAN-ID of some device, they can use instruction 
SN[X] = s / n; according to the serial number of this device, where X = 
new ID, s / n = S / N code of this device. 

 

ACK message: 
 

0xFy Controller ID 0x0C <N0> <N1> <N2> <N3> <N4> <N5> <N6> <N7> 0xEy 
0x0C 
N0…N7 

Message ID of instruction SN  
Reductive message data  

The message data can be used after restoring, the lower byte first, that is 
N=[N0:N1:N2:N3:N4:N5:N6:N7]. You can refer to “6.3 RS232 Feedback 
Message Data Analysis” for details. 
 

Note: • In actual operation, user should send global broadcast to all controllers, 
for example: user write “*0; SN;” in master computer, all controllers will 
return their ID and SN code. 

• Master computer can write the new ID to each controller according to 
received SN. 

 
 
 


